16 JUNE 2017

POLAND AROUND
"IT DON'T MATTER IF YOUR BLACK
OR WHITE"

FAREWELL
PARTY

It's time to say
goodbye guys. At
9pm tonight
FINAL
REFLECTION

Today from 5pm to
6:30pm
WE'LL MISS YOU
GUYS

On Tuesday morning team leader of Spain Hector made a workshop
about discrimination. For making his presentation interactive for
participants he clued a little paper on each persons forehead where
was written who was the person. After he asked us to treat each other
like an average person from our country would treat in case he saw the
other person. Afterwards each participant told how he felt from others
reaction. In the end of presentation Hector asked each country to
present types of discrimination they have in their country.
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GOSSIP

GOSSIP

GOSSIP

"I love you guys... I'll
miss you"

"Guys, I will never
forget you!"

"I'm gonna miss you...
all of you <3"

~ Vova
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16 JUNE 2017

DIFFERENT POINT OF
(INTER)VIEW

DO YOU KNOW THAT...

1. WHAT'S YOUR DREAM?

ITALY

Qeti: travelling around the world

- The typical dish is "pizza"
- In Naples there is the "Cribs

Giorgia: to became a Chinese interpreter
Hector: my dream is to have a dream. If you ask me
right now I really don't know.

street" in which you can find
cribs of all types

2. IF YOU HAD THE CHANCE TO CHANGE
SOMETHING IN THE WORLD AROUND YOU,
WHAT THAT WOULD BE?

GEORGIA
- The harvest, which takes place

Qeti: My country. Because of the occupation
problem: Georgia is occupied by Russia and I would
change this.

in October, is a very significant
moment and for this reason
many parties with typical
regional dances and food are
organised.
- During the harvest period they
produce "ciurkela", biscuits
made with nuts and grape juice

Giorgia: ignorance of people!
Hector: there are so many things. Maybe ignorance
is the first I would change, because if you delete
ignorance you can change a lot of things correlate to
it.
3. WHAT DO YOU WANT TO ACHIEVE BY THE
END OF THE PROJECT?
Giorgia: speak better in English.
Hector: to inspire and be inspired by the others.

IT'S PLAY TIME (ANSWERS)
1. What's the capitol of Armenia? EREVAN
2. When the Civil War in Spain ended? 1939
3. What's the typical Italian dish? Pizza
4. How Georgians say "beautiful"? LAMAZI
5. How Ukrainians say "hello"? PRYVIT
6. How Polish people say "thank you"? DZIĘKI
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